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attribution synonyms attribution antonyms thesaurus com - again in every predication there is an attribution of singular
or plural the discovery and attribution of these figures is the work of k sudhoff personification is the attribution of life to
inanimate things there can therefore be no doubt of the attribution of this tomb, attribution synonyms attribution
antonyms merriam - synonyms and antonyms of attribution something that sets apart an individual from others of the same
kind a genuine respect for one another is one of the most commonly cited attributions of a happily married couple,
synonyms and antonyms for attribution synonym com - attribution definition assigning to a cause or source synonyms
ascription classification imputation externalisation unattributable animatism, attribution synonyms attribution antonyms
freethesaurus com - tracking the key to digital marketing attribution one of the greatest benefits of digital marketing is the
ability to build attribution and reporting systems that work across any technology platform, attribution synonyms
antonyms synonyms com - attribution ascription noun assigning some quality or character to a person or thing the
attribution of language to birds the ascription to me of honors i had not earned, attribution synonyms collins english
thesaurus - synonyms of attribution noun ascriptiondictionary charge creditthere was attribution of evil intent to those with
different views
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